CAPACITY CROWDS EXPECTED AT OPEN HOUSE TOMORROW

Many Exhibits Prepared to Show Visitors What Goes on at Technology

MODEL RAILROAD EXHIBIT

Student Activities Arrange to Entertain Guests With Skits and Music
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and featuring in the Walker Memorial gymnasium. At the Tech Show, the Combined Rituals Club, and the Dramsloop will entertain with skits and musical numbers. A debate between Prohibition and the Freemasons is scheduled for 3:30 in Room 3-410.

In the Memorial Hall, an informal reception in the Main Lobby of the Institute from eight to nine o'clock. He will be assisted by members of the instructing staff and C. L. Brineham, president of the Student Union. Covered, the women students' social organization will also use an informal reception in the Memorial Hall for its members.

Steps in Frame Design Shown

The Architectural Engineering Department has planned an exhibit showing the different stages in the development of a building. Included will be a display containing the preliminary design and carrying the work through the making of the model in the wind tunnel, final plans, and the actual construction and rigging. The large wind tunnel will be in operation showing an interference test on a propeller. The winning architectural designs, the building of the centerless grinder, and other work of students in the architecture course may be seen in Room 3-410.

Students in the course in Railroad Operations have set up a model of a regular railroad that illustrates the use of automatic block signals as used on regular trains. This exhibit will also consist of a passenger and a slow interurban railroad on the same track. When the express overtakes the freight the former is automatically switched onto a siding and received, as developed by Mr. J. W. Leary, of the Boston Electric Company.

Henry M. Lane, will be demonstrated in Room 3-111. The Department of Engineering Administration has an exhibit including the latest office apparatus and equipment for large and small offices, prepaid for students' use. This exhibit will be a part of the educational program.

As usual most of the exhibits in the Room and Hydraulics Laboratory will be running including the 30 horsepower single cylinder engine driving a 25,000 gallon per minute centrifugal pump supplying an open fire on the second floor. Next to this engine the new centerless grinder, the only one of its kind in the world, will be demonstrated. This machine grinds circular stock without placing it between centers and is now being operated.
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Parked Perambulator
Piques Passing People

Daily carriages are not a common occurrence at the Institute but one was parked in front of Building 4 in the Great Court part of Tuesday afternoon. The perambulator was empty except for a doll which the occupant was bare to push. Several of the students who admired the vehicle found that attempt to ride was futile due to the mass of many separate figures. The buggy moved in the area while three walking across the Court wondered at its presence.

250 SENIORS SIGN FOR INSURANCE

Endowment Campaign Scheduled to Close Saturday Noon

Approximately 250 Seniors have signed up for the endowment insurance, the campaign for which will close tomorrow noon. This number does not quite equal last year's total of 281, but the committee expects to have a surplus that will build the fund on the times the drive closes. Saturday will be the last day for applications and the Institute will send out the statements that should be made immediately. All applications after this time will have to be by special arrangement.

There are still approximately 50 Seniors who have not secured their policy as yet. They can be had by applying to Room 3-213, the head office as yet. They can be had by applying to Room 3-213, the head office, for any quantity of work at all rates.

VI-A TO HOLD PROM IN LONGWOOD TOWNE

Longwood Towers will be a surprise for those who are studying to become V.I.A. graduate students on Thursday, May 2 at 9 o'clock. It will be thoroughly enjoy all members of the College. This is the first event of its type to be held at V.I.A. and it is expected to become a regular affair. Members of the V.I.A. Board, Mrs. William H. Hill, and Mrs. C. O. Bradshaw, VI-A and prospective VI-A students will be invited.

High Grade TYPEWRITING

With experience in secretarial work of all kinds, Miss Ida Darling, 1442 Harvard Avenue, can type any quantity of work at all rates.

PARK-KERRY for Spring

PARK-KERRY are skilled in typing new bulletin.

$50 to $800

for Economic Transportation

Chevrolet

100 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

Lease Expires May 1st

Must Sell Out Our

USED CARS

CAMBRIDGE MOTOR CO.

308 MASS. AVE., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

T O DINE At The Lenox when in Boston has been a old tradition at Tech —

Your course is not complete without a knowledge of the Lenox cuisine which is really an education in itself of the Culinary Art—

"Mac" has presided on the door for years and will recommend some of the tempting dishes that perchance your father or brothers used to enjoy—

You will find the club-like Grill one of Boston's most hospitable and pleasing rendezvous—

And after the theatre, the Egyptian Room at the Brunswick. The Hotel Brunswick is proud that Leo Reisman has been selected by the Victor Talking Machine Co. as the foremost recent addition to their list of the world's Greatest Dance Orchestras. Leo Reisman and his orchestra will be heard nightly in the Egyptian Room from 6:30 to 2 A.M.

Hotels LENOX and BRUNSWICK